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Celebrating May

Garden of Weedin’

Creative Beginnings Month

Weeds. The bane of every carefully manicured lawn and
garden. Once weeds take hold, their removal may require
hours of backbreaking, frustrating, and never-ending
work. Yet, some gardeners encourage weeds to grow
amongst their prize flowers and shrubs. After all, what is
considered a weed and what is considered a desirable
plant all depends on your point of view. During May, Gifts
from the Garden Month, consider the benefits that some
weeds bestow upon your garden.

Meditation Month
Physical Fitness & Sports
Month
Lemonade Day
May 2
Cinco de Mayo
May 5
Mother’s Day (U.S.)
May 9
International Nurses Day
May 12
Memorial Day (U.S.)
May 31

RESIDENT BIRTHDAYS!
5/12 Irma C.
5/22 Virginian I.
5/22 Marjorie S.
5/25 Louis M.

Weeds have been defined as “plants growing in the
wrong place.” Ralph Waldo Emerson famously stated
that a weed is a “plant whose virtues have not yet been
discovered.” Others take a harsher tone, worrying that
weeds are competitive super plants that outcompete and
overwhelm the flowers or shrubs we prefer because they
grow so vigorously. The truth seems to lie somewhere in
the middle. Yes, weeds are aggressive. But it also turns
out that some savvy gardeners have uncovered their
Emersonian virtues.
Dandelions are often the first weed we learn to recognize.
It is one of many weeds that are edible. The plant’s leaves,
flowers, and roots are not just edible; the root is also
considered medicinal. Furthermore, dandelion roots
loosen hard-packed soil while accumulating essential
nutrients like potassium, phosphorus, and magnesium.
White clover acts in a similar fashion, showing up wherever
soil lacks nitrogen, a molecule necessary for plant growth.
White clover transfers nitrogen from the air to the soil.
The flowers of clover also attract pollinators and other
insects beneficial to the garden. The broadleaf plantain
weed, once called the white man’s foot by Native Americans
because it seemed to grow wherever European colonists
stepped, also accumulates nutrients in the soil. Of course,
many of these weeds produce massive amounts of
seeds, so while they do benefit the garden, they may
soon overrun your more desirable flowers. Weeds have
benefits, but they must be managed and cared for, just
like any other garden flower.

May Birthdays
Proper sleep is vital to our health throughout our entire
lives. It gives our bodies and minds a chance to rest and
renew and allows our brains to process information and
create memories. Sleep habits, like everything else, change
as we age, causing many seniors to sleep less deeply and
therefore less restfully than they once did. This may be
caused by age or by underlying medical issues including
sleep apnea, restless leg syndrome, or general insomnia,
among other things. Sedatives can help, but they can also
be addictive and interact poorly with other medications.
Cognitive behavioral therapy can offer relaxation and
behavioral techniques that can improve sleep quality, as
can avoiding stimulants such as caffeine and sugar before
bed. Older adults who don’t sleep well are more likely to
suffer from depression, attention and memory problems,
excessive daytime sleepiness, and experience more
nighttime falls. Insufficient sleep can also lead to serious
health problems, including an increased risk of heart
disease, diabetes, and weight problems.
P.S Exercise has long been thought of as a solution for
insomnia, but even relaxing activities like tai chi and yoga
are not as effective as cognitive behavioral therapy.

Activities Update:
The Horizon Wings Raptor Rehab
Program!

We will be having The Horizon Wings Raptor
Rehab Program on Friday May 7th at 2:00
with a rain date of Tuesday, May 11th at 2:00
p.m. This is a live outdoor Raptor program,
and they will be on site with a Bald Eagle and
other Birds of Prey.

In astrology, those born from May 1–20, are Bulls
of Taurus. While Taureans enjoy the comforts
of luxury, they are unafraid of hard work and
dedicate themselves to the tasks at hand. Their
steadfast nature makes them reliable. Those
born from May 21–31, are Twins of Gemini.
With a feeling that something or someone is
always missing, Twins forever seek new
friends and opportunities. They are curious,
intelligent, and sociable communicators, which
makes them valuable colleagues and
empathetic friends.
Bing Crosby (singer) – May 3, 1903
Nellie Bly (journalist) – May 5, 1864
Toni Tennille (musician) – May 8, 1940
Salvador Dalí (artist) – May 11, 1904
Stevie Wonder (musician) – May 13, 1950
Henry Fonda (actor) – May 16, 1905
Mr. T (actor) – May 21, 1952
Naomi Campbell (model) – May 22, 1970
Sally Ride (astronaut) – May 26, 1951
Bob Hope (entertainer) – May 29, 1903

Honoring Mother Ocean
Good sons and daughters
will remember that May 9
is Mother’s Day, a day to
shower mom with love and
appreciation. But will we also
remember that May 10 is
Mother Ocean Day? Just as our mothers gave
us life and nurtured us, so too do our oceans
sustain life on planet Earth. Oceans produce
half of all the world’s oxygen and absorb
massive amounts of carbon dioxide. Covering
70% of Earth’s surface, our oceans are also
responsible for regulating climate and weather
patterns. Preserving the health of our oceans
is our first line of defense against a rapidly
warming planet. On this day, perhaps you can
visit the beach for a local cleanup or watch a
documentary about undersea life.

